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Carter guides for laguna 14bx

Each ball bearing kit for most Laguna LT14-3000 saws, LT14SE, LT14SEL, 1412, 14 BX and LT-SUV with ceramic guides. 09-24-2016, 13:29 #1 recently purchased a saw band Laguna 14 BX. My question for those of you who run similar saws is the amount of sparks that came from the top instructors. I guess the low guides, too, but they're not as noticeable. Are sparks a feature
of the ceramic guides, or do I have them set too tight or another problem? I get sparks when turning and sometimes when pushing into the blade. Google Sponsor Google Sponsor 09-24-2016, 1:54 p.m. #2 don't have ceramic guides, but I'd think they're too tight respectively. I have roller bearings, and I like to set them just barely touching so they just turn around when the
pressure of a curved incision causes the blade to go against it enough to rotate them. Sparks and sawdust don't make good bedmates, so you might want to back them up a little bit. Usually the right setting is to get a dollar bill corner between the blade and the guides......... Of any kind. Remember, in a moment, everything can change! Vision - not just see what is, but see what
might be! 09-24-2016, 14:01 #3 If you read your owner's guide, I think you will find that lagoon states that some sparks is normal. That's what the 14/12 Laguna Guide says. I see sparks every now and then. It has no effect on the performance of the saw or the life of the blade. The ceramic blocks are better than the roller bearings on my other saw. 09-24-2016, 14:53 #4 yes, the
spark of ceramic guides. They'll stir more if the blade has extra sigs on the welding, but they actually polish it. They should be set to barely touch the blade (no dollar bill trick or anything like that). The fact that they can touch the blade is one of the things that makes them superior both with ease of installation and control of the blade. It's a shame that see manufacturers have
switched to small subject guides like feature. They are the poorest of all forms of guides, simple wood/phenolic laminate guides are better than great quality carries and Carter Guidall are better still. Ceramic guides are the best IMO, Felder has begun supplying them (as an option) and ACM offers them on their OEM saws. Of all Bernadolini's rules may be most universally true.
Deep thought for today: Your saw weighs more when you leave the spring compressed instead of easing the tension. 09-24-2016, 3:14 p.m. #5 it seems to me that if sparks exist and wood shavings the chances are good for a fire sooner or later. 09-24-2016, 3.40pm #6 used the ceramic guides in my Laguna 16HD for 10 years. My store's still standing. Not even smoke or coals. I
love the sparks because they remind me to stay awake and keep my fingers out of the way. That's normal. My Ceramic Guides Slowly rocking badly. I think one day I'll be back soon for the original themes. For the trees in the hard work I don't see any obvious advantage to the ceramic guides. I only use a 3tpi x 3/8 blade. Maybe there's no upside anyway. Jerry Hall 09-24-2016,
6:#7:57 p.m., but I have the same lagoon which is great. I don't get sparks often, but I usually keep my eye on the pencil line. Ceramic guides are great. 09-24-2016, 19:17 #8 I bought my 14x a few months ago and was happy to see your post the answers. I see sparks, too, but it looks like fewer of them, the more I use the saw. Nevertha, I'm glad to see it's normal. 09-24-2016,
8.33pm #9 Originally published by Al Wasser it seems to me that if sparks exist wood chips the chances are good for a fire sooner or later. Although it may be contrary to all sparks are not equal Christians. As for Jerry's observation it's not unusual, one blade stays longer on the blade (especially the welding) and will be polished by the guides and guides over time and will also be
more polished. Each of these actions will reduce the number of sparks, plus psycology of the condition, the more you around sparks guides the less aware they are. Of all Bernadolini's rules may be most universally true. Deep thought for today: Your saw weighs more when you leave the spring compressed instead of easing the tension. 09-24-2016, 22:21 #10 I have my 16HD
maybe 10 years, can't remember. yes, there's always a little spark, always on the back guide. I'm keeping some air on the side guides, so there's no sparks there. I'm spinning the impulse/backside direction, and I've got a bunch of tiny grooves in it, but no problems with that either. I keep the side guides dust-free. Most of the time I cut very wet, so there's no fire problem there. The
sparks are supposed to be cool. I prefer them to roller bearings over my other little saw. I found it necessary to check the direction of the impulse to make sure it didn't loosen up and move backwards. That does it a couple of times. Robo Hippie 09-24-2016, 11:26 p.#11 thank you everyone for the comments. I really like the saw. Mostly because it's much bigger and heavier than
the 12-inch craft he replaced. Sparks are smaller and lighter than I believe most people think when you say sparks. They also look burnt until they're an inch away from the guides. So maybe they're cool. I just put on a new blade so maybe they'll settle down a little bit as it wears b. I think I can keep the craftsman with the Carter guide and a 3/16 blade or a 1/4-inch delicate sleeper
and use it for curves and little things. The problem is finding a place for it. 09-25-2016, 11:44 p.m. #12 I get sparks on backhanders mostly if I push hard. I hate to fit the lower guides almost enough because I wish I hadn't bought the saw. AM #13 agree that access to the lower guides is poor design. Not only are they hard to reach without moving the table, but they're also
designed to collect sawdust. Click on the image to change the room design and photo not available for color: I watched and read a lot of glowing reviews for laguna 14 twelve bandsaw, most of which give particularly high praise to blade guides. But I've owned 14 twelve myself for just over two years and I have to say I hate blade guides! My experience is so different from that of
others that I have to wonder if my blade guides are damaged or they've been redesigned since I bought my Twelve 14. The biggest problem is that no matter how hard I torque down on the handles that lock the instructors in position, I can easily knock them out of position by pressing sideways on the blade, which in turn exerts force aside against the instructors and pushes them
out of positions. But it's just like shifting the blade the guides are supposed to prevent. In other words, the guides do not keep the blade from deflecting. Instead, they just step out of position and leave a huge gap between the blade and the guide blocks. I've bent so the handles that I actually made my fingers bleed, and it's still not tight enough. The problem, as I see it, is that the
guide components are made of smooth, slippery, anodized aluminum, and there just isn't enough friction between the mating surfaces to keep the manuals in accordance when subjected to normal operating forces. Is there another lagoon 14 twelve band owners who have experienced the same problem? If so, have you or Laguna come up with a fix for it? Or am I the only one
who hates the guide stones on this saw? Thank you. Page 2 All topics reply last post I watched and read a lot of glowing reviews for Laguna 14 Twelve... 36 04-10-2020 12:49 Hiya, I'm looking at purchasing my first saw. I've narrowed down my... 7 01-16-2015 05:53 Disclaimer: All messages about LJ are posted by people acting in their own right and do not necessarily reflect LJ's
views. LJ will not be held accountable for the actions of any user. Did you get a chance to try the Carter stabilization instead of mini instructors? It could work better. The demo looks really good. I just don't know how this is going to work with the lagoon. Ilan, I didn't try the Carter kit for my saw. So far stock guides are working well and are easy to match if necessary. So I see no
reason to replace them. Once the ceramic is worn to the point of replacement ($100) I'll see how much Carter Guides costs. The Carter guides are $274 at the moment. I watched the upgrade video of Carter's guide whispering to the trees and was impressed. - Sawdust35 Carter stabilizer is not a substitute for the usual guides, but a replacement for the top guides for very narrow
use Many including me will think carter's replacement instructors are downgrading this saw. Note the cost of replacing bearings on subject type guides as Carters probably impose much or more over time than alternative ceramic guide blocks, as they last much longer than bearings. Hawksley, who says Carter's stabilizer was a replacement for the top instructors? You can also
use it for narrow blades. Use it for its intended purpose and restore the usual guides to wider blades. I've had Carter's stabilizer for many years and I don't see it as a rating downgrade at least. It's really not a downgrade or a downgrade that's just an option to use with a very narrow blade and it works great. - Alaska is for global warming! Woodworking House Talk Power Tools
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